Cannot add a user to groups with the new popup dialogue

Hey there,

talking about tiki-adminusers.php

Just recently there was a new dialogue added to apply users. Today a popup opens and you can choose respectively multiselect groups to apply the users to or to remove users from.

I could not really test this good looking feature if it works spot on, or is there would appear objections, because on save the user is not applied to the group - the setting is just ignored.
So on a site already having this update, I have to apply users to groups from tiki-admingroups.php tab 'members', which is a workaround, but not a good UX for the released system (thus a blocker).

I will look into it for a more detailed description later on and try to find out who committed this. Anyway, it would be nice, if someone of the coders could check and maybe fix ... I recon, that only a very little bit is missing.

Solution
Fixed with revisions 54400 and 54402.
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Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Mar 15 12:45 GMT-0000
I changed the category from blocker to usability bug. Since there is a workaround, this probably isn't critical enough to be considered a blocker.

Torsten Fabricius ☺️ 12 Mar 15 12:53 GMT-0000
Hello Gary,

one of the few cases I do not agree ;-) 
Applying users to groups is an obvious VERY basic functionality and the workaround is even not obvious for experienced users.

Acceptable as non-blocker in this case for me is only reverting or fixing.
There are people using Tiki in professional environments and stuff like this is VERY bad for Tikis renomme.

So I reapply blocker (OK?), keep usability on it and take time later in the evening to contact the committing developer, asking for a fix.

Stuff like that might happen, but in the end we are not on 13 anymore, so devs have to take responsibility that such type of changes in very central places of Tiki do not brake the basic functionality. I see this one as a definite no-go (no bad word against the developer - can happen and he/she might have overseen it, although its braking bad).

Best regards, Torsten

---

**Torsten Fabricius ☺️ 12 Mar 15 12:56 GMT-0000**

Sorry, wanted to say: "one of the rare cases I do not agree". Guess "few" means something different in this context.

---

**Jonny Bradley 12 Mar 15 15:44 GMT-0000**

Maybe i'm looking at the wrong thing, the only dialog like this i can find is by checking the checkbox on some users and selecting "Change group assignments" and that seems to work perfectly for me.

Can you create a show instance please? (i'd like to make it a condition of assigning a bug as a release blocker that it must have a show instance to demonstrate it)

---
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